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Abstract  
The project advocates for environmental equity by addressing issues of food security and 
environmental racism. The project aspires to embrace the skills and qualities of a disadvantaged 
community in order to empower leadership and initiative amongst them. It does this by 
promoting educational opportunities for the children, UCSC students, and the Watsonville 
community through internships for UCSC students and the after school enrichment program at 
Calabasas Elementary School in the discovery garden.  
 
Introduction 
In freshman year, I was finishing up my last quarter of the year when I came across a flyer at a 
bus stop promoting the PSI program. I decided that I’d check it out to see what would happen. 
While I was researching the different internships within the program the Food Justice internship 
caught my attention because it was one that I could relate to the most. Most people would 
consider food injustice to solely be the lack of access to food, btu through this internship and my 
own experience it is much more than that. Food Justice is directly correlated with race and class. 
Going back several centuries the food production system was established on exploitation and 
discrepant distribution. By taking land and exploiting people of color for the food production 
industries predominantly amongst the African American community in the 1600s until the 20th 
century where we begin to see the surge of exploitation among the latinx community. Food 
security becomes a problem when families are not aid enough to be able to afford sustainable 
healthy food. Or when they don’t have access to these types of food and information. However, 
these communities are the ones that are farm worker families and have agrarian roots. How could 
it be the the people growing and cultivating food don’t have food? Malnutrition is another branch 
of food justice that directly affects the Watsonville community. Being there once a week my 
comrades noticed the type of school lunches and the lack of an after school lunch. After school a 
teacher would run a little store out of her own will and pocket. The weeks that she fell sick the 
students had nothing to buy which meant nothing to eat. Little endeavors like the teacher’s go a 
long way and are helpful to foster a community and food security and empowerment all of which 
we attempted to cultivate through this internship. 
 
Project Description 
Calabasas Elementary School (CES), and the Watsonville Community more broadly, are 
comprised of predominantly food insecure, low-income, and farm working families. Many 
residents come from Latin America and possess deep agricultural knowledge and a desire to pass 
that knowledge on to the next generation. However, lack access to land, and are often socially 
isolated and marginalized. In addition, children in Watsonville encounter educational inequity 
and under-resourced schools. 
 



We seek to forge a UCSC/CES partnership where undergraduates and Watsonville families and 
school staff jointly run an after-school, garden based education program for youth; cultivate a 
community garden (which is a sister garden to the C9/C10 campus garden); and foster education, 
leadership and food justice.  
 
As the provost sustainability intern, my primary role is to be a liaison between UCSC and CES. 
In this role, I foster leadership opportunities for students and parents where understandings of 
food justice and food sovereignty are exchanged and augmented. This necessitates undergraduate 
involvement, which requires outreach, recruitment, training, and action. These interns learn how 
to plan, promote, and host events for this project, while participating in hands-on activities at 
Calabasas Elementary School. They will take these skills and eventually help expand the 
numbers of students interested in the social and environmental justice aspects of our food 
systems. My goals for this year are to: 

(1) expand our social media presence; 

(2) develop stronger networks with student organizations; 

(3) facilitate events that connect campus/community efforts about food justice and sovereignty. 

In addition, one of the key aspirations of the project is to create a space that cultivates the skills 
and knowledge these communities already have and encourage them to take on leadership within 
this space and this community. The goal is not to enter in as the forerunners of the project but to 
work side by side with this community and foster leadership in the context of food security and 
environmental equity. 

Bringing an awareness and consciousness of the food distribution discrepancy is another key 
aspect of the project that should be highlighted because it describes the different branches of 
equity we are addressing: social justice, environmental sustainability, and food systems.  

Project Timeline 
 
1/9/2017 HSI Poster 

This was a challenge to me because I had never made a poster in a powerpoint before. 
And as usual I would procrastinate because I knew it would be hard, I didn’t have to program 
necessary for it, and that I didn’t know how to do it. I was and sometimes am under the 
assumption that if I wait because I lack the knowledge of something them later on I’ll obtain that 
knowledge and be able to do it. However, this is not true lucky for me my roommate told me 
about downloading powerpoint for free. I woke up early the next morning and thought to myself 
what the heck, why not attempt it and see what happens. Then I looked up a youtube video and 
learned how to do it. The poster came out better than I anticipated. Especially when I was cutting 
it a little too close. 
1/16/2017 MLK Work Day 

That day I had to go to work and I didn’t have a ride to Watsonville. Right after my shift 
ended I gathered some of my friends and we went to Watsonville which took like an hour. I 
brought them along because I wasn’t sure how to get there and I was scared. I missed to first few 
hours in Calabasas however, we did get a lot of stuff done which was the highlight of that day. 



1/23/2017 CES Afterschool Program 
There isn’t a lot of structure or interns in this program mostly because of funding so it's 

really hard sometimes to do the afterschool program. Nevertheless, I had to learn to adapt to 
fluidity and improvising a lot of the lessons and working together with moe experienced interns. 
1/27/2017 Donations 

This is hard because not a lot of people take seriously a student in regards to a big project like this 
one. And there is a lot of papers and procedures that have to be done when getting donations and number 
crunching and team communication in regards to what the garden needs. 
2/16/2017 HI Conference in New Mexico 

This had a milestone in the sense that I had to reschedule that whole week: work, class, 
meetings, a midterm, a midterm paper, and other miscellaneous items. This took a lot of emails 
and meetings and make up work. But in the end it was very much worth it because I got to delve 
into a different world and get a ideas in regards to my post undergrad career. 
2/25- /2017 Recruitment of interns for the Spring 

This was difficult for me because I don’t really speak out much and I never really had 
any experience in tabling or recruitment. So it was all new to me. And it was hard to get people 
interested it the project and taking time to travel on their own all the way to Watsonville. 
Nevertheless, I was able to grab a few people from my classes who were willing to put in that 
extra effort thankfully. However, the internship I’m recruiting for does have a few vague points 
to it like transporations, grading, and positions that they will have. However, with time all of that 
with hopefully sort itself out.  
4/3-6/2/2017 Garden Class at CES 

Interns would go weekly to do an activity with the children in the after school gardening 
class. As seen in the images 1-4 
 
 
 Project Stakeholders, Student & Mentor Roles 
Flora Lu 
Provost of Colleges 9/10 
floralu@ucsc.edu  
 
Linnea Beckett 
Food Justice Coordinator 
lbeckett@ucsc.edu 
 
Todd Westfall 
Calabasas Elementary School Principal 
Todd_Westfall@pvusd.net  
 
Sara Spencer 
Calabasas Elementary School Teacher, After school program 
sara.spence0409@gmail.com 
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Website: 
https://calabasaselementarycommunitygarden.wordpress.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/Calabasas-Garden-Project-423370571158110/?fref=ts 
 
 
Measurable Results 
 The project success will be measured by the amount  of students participating as interns and 
volunteers in comparison to last year. Amount of funding we obtain this year. Amount of 
infrastructure we complete. The increase of promotion of the project. 

● In my internship there will be a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
metrics.  

● The quantitative metrics for my internship are a measurement of intern 
recruitment, amount of grant proposals completed and funding acquired through 
them, from the beginning of the internship to the spring quarter.  

● Another area of measurement would be in regards to event planning and how 
many participants we can obtain and a measure of the different and new resources 
we can offer, such as events like the gather in the garden.  

● There will also be a measurement of social network outreach through different 
forms of social media for example the website and facebook page. 

● Another measurement of success would be in qualitative. This measurement 
would measure the interpersonal relationships among the community, as in the 
satisfaction of the CES community with the project. A satisfaction focused on 
equity in regards to access and development of education for communities of 
color and leadership development of interns. This would be measured by 
questioning the participants about their experience and or satisfaction with the 
project. 
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